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Allen Pruitt

It’s like something from a Christmas card.
Shepherds and angels;
Mary and Joseph and a baby.

But it must have been something a little more
to the folks who were there,

something more
than a picture postcard.

We have the benefit of distance;
we know how the story goes.

Leading ultimately to triumph,
but bearing the weight of the world

for some time before that.

Many of us come here with feelings of triumph,
others come bearing the weight of the world.

We come with full hearts;
we come too,

longing to be filled.

Dinners tonight,
others tomorrow,

new faces at the table,
soon becoming familiar.

Other faces are missing,
an empty seat,
an empty place.
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In five years as your pastor,
I have presided over the burial office more than 25 times.

An awful lot of empty places.

There are new faces too;
God is always working.

But we come tonight with those feelings,
those different feelings of loss,

of gain,
of joy,
of sorrow…

of wonder.

One night not too long ago,
I was drawn to a picture of my grandparents.

It’s nearly 30 years old.
My grandmother looks exactly the same today

as she did then.
My grandfather has been dead more than 20 years.

When I see his smile
I remember riding in a wagon on the back of the tractor,

hopping out to pick up stones in the pasture.
I remember,

in the spring before he died,
learning to shoot tin cans off the fence post

with his little revolver,
as he stood behind me and smiled.
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My girls see pictures of him
and they think that it’s my dad.

I even get confused sometimes.

I see pictures of my own father
and see the same lines,

the same smile;
I see my grandfather.

And already I know
that I will carry the same lines on my face,
and I hope that I will carry the same smile,

the same light in my eyes.

This picture of my grandparents
with all of its attendant memories,

this picture reminds me
of that picture postcard

from Christmas so long ago,
the one with the shepherds and the angels,

with the frightened parents
and the little baby boy.

Because both pictures are familiar,
one 30 years old

and freighted with memories,
the other millennia old,

and carrying the hope of all those thousand and thousand years.
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My friend Roger once had this to say
about that old, old picture,

two thousand years old.

The snapshot of angels and shepherds 
and parents and barnyard animals –

and in the center a manger
with a baby bathed in light –

is one of your family pictures, and mine.

An unlikely conception, a miraculous birth –
every child’s story

still the best story.

In the family picture of every child
there are angels hovering, mostly unseen, 

and there is grace abounding, 
and God is in the picture, too – 

perhaps God is the picture .

We are the people this night
drawn to the light born into the world.

Unlikely conception; miraculous birth.
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You were a light once
shining for your mother, your father –

still are, really –
not the same as this night’s unique light 

but reflecting this same great light nevertheless
and called to live into the legacy and the destiny

of the Only Begotten Son of God  
until we each know ourselves in him

seeing in one another, too, 
the family resemblance – 

sons and daughters of God, we all
adopted in baptism
but His really by virtue

of our very existence:

Every one of us 
a miracle once and a miracle still:

product of an unlikely conception and a very special birth
with purpose aplenty all our very own.  1

There is a family resemblance.
Between that family and our own,
between our own families and all families.

A resemblance by virtue of our God,
who made us,
and loved us,
and loves us still.

 Ard, Roger.  Christmas04SPet.  At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, Rome, Georgia.1
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We see the same lines on every face;
lines drawn by anger,

despair,
smiles,
laughter
and always…wonder.

We are all the product of unlikely events,
the recipients of unlikely love.

We possess purpose
beyond anything we have ever dared hope.

But it’s simple;
it is not magic.

We have light,
we must share it.

Others have light,
we must seek it.

We seek the light;
the light seeks us too.

From that unlikely night,
through this night,
all the way until the end of the world.

The Light shines in the darkness,
in every kind of darkness.

The Light shines.


